ABM PLAYBOOK

TESTING WITH ABM ANALYTICS:
4 STEPS TO SEE FUNNEL
PERFORMANCE FOR ANYTHING

ABM Analytics by Demandbase is a great tool for evaluating how your target account list is
performing across the funnel by connecting your account list to display advertising, website
engagement, opportunity creation and win rates. But what may not be as obvious is that it can
be used to conduct the same kinds of analysis for almost anything you want to analyze in your
marketing mix related to funnel performance.
Have a new campaign idea you want to test out? How about a new technology for which
you’re conducting a proof of concept? How about trying to set up a control test? What about
testing if a new channel in the marketing mix is having an impact? The great thing about ABM
Analytics is it allows you to easily monitor how your test is impacting your funnel and get
to what counts - driving business growth - without the hassle of pulling data from different
systems and running the analyst in Excel or a complicated BI tool.
In this ABM Playbook, we’ll dive into everything you need to know to effectively use ABM
Analytics to run tests, measure funnel performance, and get to the bottom of what is working
in your marketing mix.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW BEFORE YOU START
Before we get into too much detail on execution for various tests, let’s first set the stage to fully prepare you for what is to
come. While ABM Analytics is a powerful tool to help you measure the performance of your tests on the funnel, let’s be clear
that it does not execute the test itself. It simply relieves you from having to run the test and compile the results after the fact by
piecing together data across various technologies like CRM, Excel, Channel or Analytics.
It’s also worth reiterating that while ABM Analytics makes monitoring performance in near real-time much easier, there is still
work which needs to be conducted outside of its user interface if you want to run a blind test.
For contrast, creating a target account list using Demandbase’s AI-powered Account Selection tool and comparing how
those accounts perform across the funnel to accounts not identified by the AI is an out of the box test you can run with ABM
Analytics without leaving the ABM Platform. However, if you want to analyze how a new technology you’re testing is impacting
funnel performance, you’ll have to do some prep work before using ABM Analytics. And the best part is that your tests don’t
need to be digital or even tests using Demandbase products. You can test almost anything in your marketing mix using ABM
Analytics.
If you’re already running tests, this prep work won’t be out of the norm. But you’ll find that once it’s complete, the work to
connect the test to funnel performance is a snap; whereas you previously had to close the loop on a test after it was completed.
The other major factor for consideration in using ABM Analytics is understanding the metrics you can report and why they’re
so important. ABM Analytics is not designed to run an A/B or Multivariate test such as which button color drove more clicks.
Rather, it’s meant to see how different segments of accounts compare to one another in relationship to funnel performance.
This means you have to approach your tests from the perspective of segments of accounts and how they are performing in
the funnel. Therefore you’ll be measuring the impact your test has on things like creating awareness, driving deeper website
engagement, pipeline generation rates and win rates or close rates. For example, it’s great to know a technology is helping to
improve campaigns through automation, but it’s even better to know that it’s impacting your funnel performance because the
latter can be tied to revenue and therefore ROI can be derived.

“You can test almost anything in your marketing mix
using ABM Analytics.”
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TESTING A NEW CHANNEL
FOR A PRODUCT LAUNCH
All too often we have an idea about a new campaign
we want to try. Usually we just do it and measure the
performance. For example, we’ve been promoting our
latest product launch using display ads, email and sales
outreach - which is working pretty well. But we’re curious if
adding paid social media promotion to the mix will improve
sales engagement and drive more qualified opportunities.
Traditionally, we would just create some paid social media
campaigns for our next product launch to see if the mix of
channels that drove site traffic changes by showing more
from paid social media. Or, we may take that a step further
by determining if our KPIs improved for this product launch
vs the last. If either holds true, we call it a win.
But what we’re not accounting for are variances for that
product release which may have skewed the true test
results - especially circumstances which may have altered
the baseline between the two launches. Maybe the
product was more appealing to the market; maybe the
timing of the release was better; maybe we had fewer
competing programs so there was a larger audience to
attract; or maybe there were market factors outside of our
campaign which impacted its results. Unfortunately without
controlling for these or other factors we never truly know
if the addition of paid social media to the promotional mix
made a difference or if the results can attributed to one of
these other factors.

“Unfortunately without controlling for
these factors we never truly know if..the
promotional mix made a difference.”
With ABM Analytics we can create a control test to see
how paid social is actually impacting the performance
of our product launch. Below is a framework for how we
would go about this test which can be applied to any
control test you’d like to execute.

1. D
 efine a Control Audience and a
Test Audience of Accounts
2. C
 reate these audiences on the
ABM Platform (for use in ABM Analytics)
3. Execute the Product Launch using this basic
		 methodology:
a. C
 ontrol Group - Standard launch
marketing mix
b. T
 est Group - Standard mix +
paid social media
4. M
 onitor each account segment (Audience)
in ABM Analytics to determine paid social 		
media’s impact on funnel metrics for
product launches
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This four step process isolates the variable of paid social
media in the marketing mix to definitively show how it is
impacting the funnel which helps us better understand
how our hypothesis is shaking out. And because the steps
are a simplification of the actual work to be performed,
let’s dive deep into the process to lift the hood for a better
view of the true mechanics behind taking this theory and
making it a reality.

media to the marketing mix, rather than the result of the
new analyst report. Therefore we have to position the test
with a blind control in order for it to be bulletproof.

“This 4 step process isolates the variable
in the marketing mix to definitively show
how it is impacting the funnel…”

There are several ways you can create both a test
and control group. If you’re using Account Selection,
unfortunately you can’t create a true blind control group
today as you have to intentionally choose your filters in
order to create Audiences and there’s no way to randomly
sample accounts to create your control group. This is
where taking the data off the ABM Platform becomes
useful.

STEP 1: DEFINE A CONTROL
AUDIENCE AND A TEST
AUDIENCE OF ACCOUNTS
Many factors can impact the results of a test. And while it’s
tempting to discount factors outside our control or sweep
them under the rug, ultimately they can come back to nip
us in the rear; especially if they’re obvious. Let’s use an
example of a recent analyst report being released. If we’re
comparing a previous product launch to a new one and in
between those launches a favorable analyst report came
to market, it’s hard to prove that the increase in funnel
performance was solely the factor of adding paid social

“...we have to position the test with a blind
control in order for it to be bulletproof.”

Let’s say we have a set of 2500 accounts which Account
Selection tells us have intent around our products and are
the best to target. This target account list represents the
best accounts to our product launch. So here’s how we’ll
create a control and test audience to measure paid social
media’s impact on the launch.
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small square at the lower right-hand corner to
apply the formula to all cells in Column A which
have account data exported from the ABM
Platform.

1. E
 xport the Audience to CSV/Excel from the ABM
Platform.
Note: Check the email account for your user to get the link
to the export.

2. Open the exported Excel file and use these steps
in Excel to randomly sample a certain percentage
accounts. For this example, we’ll select 30% of
accounts:
a.

Create a new column to the left of Column A.

b.

Select Cell A1.

c.

Type =RAND() and press Enter

e.

 ow highlight the entire worksheet by clicking
N
the space above the row number and to the left
of the column letter. (Furthest most upper left
corner.)

f.

Navigate to the Data Tab and choose the Sort option.

g.

 ort the data in the worksheet by Column A S
either Smallest to Largest or Largest to Smallest;
it doesn’t really matter since the values are
randomized. 

h.

Highlight 30% of the rows by:
i. C
 alculating what 30% of your list size is.
In this case that’s 750 accounts.
ii. Scroll down to row 751 (b/c you have a
header row).
iii. Highlight the row.

d.

Select cell A1 and with it highlighted, click the

iv. Click Shift+Command+Up-Arrow to
highlight all the rows above.
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v. C
 lick Shift+Down-Arrow to un-highlight the
header row.

vi. Click Control X.
vii. Open a new spreadsheet and paste the
rows into that new spreadsheet.
viii. N
 avigate back to your previous
spreadsheet and place your cursor over
the row numbers which were highlight (the
rows should now be empty).
ix. Right-click and select the Delete option.

x. S
 ave both spreadsheets with the same
name but use TEST or CONTROL at the
end of each one to designate which list will
be used for their respective audience.
1. This naming convention sounds
nominal, but the more tests you run the
more spreadsheets you’ll have. It can get
tricky to find the right one if you need to
look back in the future, so having a solid
nomenclature strategy from the get-go is
really important. Here’s an idea for this
example:
a. Q418 Product Launch Account List TEST
b. Q418 Product Launch Account List CONTROL
Now you have your target account list divided into a
control group and a test group.
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STEP 2: CREATE TEST AUDIENCES
ON THE ABM PLATFORM
Using each spreadsheet you created above, in CSV format,
upload those audiences to the ABM Platform and assign
them to the same Profile as you would with any other CSV
audience.
For more details on how to do this, see our guide to
building a new audience using CSV Upload in the
Demandbase Knowledge Base.
Be sure to name your audiences similar to the Excel
file names. This will make it easier to find them in ABM
Analytics as well as correlate different elements of your
campaign when you’re looking at different components
such as creative, lists, reports or campaign briefs.
Remember, you may want to come back to look at all this
in the future, so keeping the nomenclature tight makes that
much easier.

STEP 3: EXECUTE THE
PRODUCT LAUNCH USING
TEST & CONTROL AUDIENCES
The execution of your marketing for the product launch
doesn’t really differ from any other product launch model
you’ve done before with one exception; for the test
audience you’ll be applying paid social media support.
This means that you’ll want to take the list of 1750 accounts
from the previous step - your TEST group - and apply
specific targeting strategies across paid social media to
those accounts, and only those accounts.

“..you may want to come back to
look at all this in the future, so keeping
the nomenclature tight makes that
much easier.”

Choosing the right social media for your paid programs
is important because you must be able to match the
channel’s targeting capabilities to the 1750 accounts.
Example ideas for this are:

•

LinkedIn Sponsored Posts - campaigns only targeting
your 1750 accounts
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•
•

Twitter Tailored Audiences - Matches email addresses
for users at those 1750 accounts from CRM or MAS
Facebook Customer Match - Matches email
addresses for users at those 1750 accounts from CRM
or MAS

Be sure to use the business emails to ensure you’re
supporting the validity of your test. Note that the match
rates on these networks are fairly low for business emails.
LinkedIn is the only social network which natively delivers
a better targeting option for B2B.
Also, be sure that your messaging and imagery is
consistent across social and other channels to avoid any
bias which may result from variances in messaging or offers.

STEP 4: MONITOR YOUR
TEST IN ABM ANALYTICS

before the Product Launch hit the market.
Obviously it will take a bit of time to begin to see results
deeper in the funnel - depending on your funnel velocity
- but keep an eye on the left-hand column to see how the
audiences are performing. These stats will tell you how your
TEST group is performing against your CONTROL group.
On the right you’ll see a visual of the funnel which you can
toggle between absolute #’s and percentages. You’ll most
likely want to see the percentages since there is a 70/30
split between the audiences and your test group will have
higher overall counts.
Using this data you’ll be able to definitively showcase that
paid social media is either helping or hurting the success
of your product launches on the funnel and therefore
justify if you should or should not include paid social media
in your next launch.

With your audiences set and your marketing plans
underway, it’s time to start monitoring the performance of
your test. Using the instructions for ABM Analytics from
our Demandbase Knowledge Base, choose your Primary
Audience to be the TEST group by clicking on the drop down
arrow and searching for the audience name. Then repeat
the process for the Comparison Audience by selecting the
CONTROL group.
Lastly, be sure to set the start date to the launch date of
your campaign to avoid any bleed from activities occuring
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Demandbase is a leader in Account-Based Marketing (ABM). The company offers the only Artificial Intelligence-enabled, comprehensive ABM platform that spans Advertising, Marketing,
Sales and Analytics. Enterprise leaders and high-growth companies such as Accenture, Adobe, DocuSign, GE, Salesforce and others use Demandbase to drive their ABM strategy and
maximize their marketing performance. The company was named a Gartner Cool Vendor for Tech Go-To Market in 2016. For more information, please visit www.demandbase.com
or follow the company on Twitter @Demandbase.

